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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Production Manager \ Devops \ Analyst
 

Київ,  
 

Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: середня
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

We are looking for a Junior DevOps to become a member of our production team. You are going to configure and automate
services for production environments, monitor and maintain productivity of software in production and find ways to improve it. You
will be mentored by our top technical leads and therefore you must be hungry for knowledge and be a quick learner.

Required skills:

Experience in current subjects is not required, but knowledge and understanding of them is necessary.

Knowledge in building, testing and installing software
Knowledge of how to work with virtualization systems
Knowledge in configuration of web servers
Knowledge in configuration of monitoring tools
Knowledge in troubleshooting problems in operating systems and services
Knowledge of writing scripts
SQL
The ability to conduct research and analysis
Intermediate level of English (read, write)

Will be an advantage:

Virtualization technologies (VMware)
Web servers (OpenResty)
Load balancing (nginx, HAProxy)
Monitoring tools (Zabbix, Grafana, etc.)
Experience in SQL (MySQL, Postgres, GreenPlum, etc.)
VCS - Git (GitLab)
Experience with CI/CD systems (Jenkins, TeamCity, Rundeck, etc...)
Experience in using logging and metric collection systems

Responsibilities:

Configuration and fine-tuning of reporting, data routing and data mapping systems
Configuration of campaigns and business rules
Monitoring and analyzing of data events and software productivity
Technical research of competitors
Maintenance of products in production (DB, logs, etc.)
Automation of everyday tasks by writing scripts and using of services

Our benefits:

Work in a modern and continuously growing company
Convenient location near Poznyaki metro station
Food in the office limitless - own chef
A subscription to the SportLife, including a swimming pool
Medical insurance - the best clinics "Dobrobut" and "Boris"
Annual vacation of 24 calendar days

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


Young and friendly team of professionals

Please send us your CV with the desired salary.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (095) 172-67-84
 
 

Контактна
особа:

Miroslava
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